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1000 Freshmen And Guests Jam All-Tech Smoker

President Compton Stresses Proper Allotment of Students' Time

Average Man’s Place in Tech Sports Showed

Technique: Cup Awarded to Hope-Joint Track Scorers

William Taylor, ’40

Almost one thousand freshmen, transfer students, and their fathers jammed Walker Memorial’s Main Hall for the first official gathering of the Class of ’42, the All-Technology smoker. The affair, due to all new men and their fathers, was attended for 0:30 P.M., but the attendance for extended expectations and at 7:30 a line of guests was still waiting to be seated.

Dr. Compton Speaks

After dinner, Professor Albert A. Adams, chairman of the selection committee, introduced Dr. Karl T. Compton, who officially welcomed the Class of ’42 to its new life at the Institute. Freshman Camps had made just two points in his brief address: that there was no system of athletics at the Institute. He explained the familiar belief that the new men that one “doesn’t have to be a star to be welcomed on a Technology sports squad.”

Professor Schaefer then introduced the second point, firing time was combined by the invitation to freshmen of the various athletic groups, sports, and, in general.

In Current Coeds

The rest was simple; a step to the bar, a turn of the key, and Murdock shot the deep slumber of the blissfully ignorant.

For Frosh Camp

As Soph President from Ducksucker But Is Ducked

Coeds Outnumbered By Freshman

Classmates In Ratio Of 164 To 1

Only four freshman coeds, constituting 6% of this year’s freshman class, entered the barroom of coeds to acquire male mates to accentuate prometrical social, behavior. This number is less than the coed which registered last year and eleven less than the record number.

Two of the girls are local residents, Margaret Cheney Room at 4 to 5 for the afternoon. As in former years, the smokers, who have been invited to the Institute, will be appointed to consider others.

And Guests Jam All-Tech Smoker

Record Tie Sales

Made On First Day

659 Red and Gray Ties Are Sold To the Incoming Frosh; Increase of 77

At the close of Registration Day’s sale of freshman ties, a new high was established with the record sale of 504 ties, 77 more than the number sold last year.

These ties were sold by the Sales Department of the Institute and were the result of the efforts of the Student Government in cooperation with the Junior Class.
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